Advanced Chemical Concentrate Cabinet Dispenser
The DosaMAX is a self contained dispensing system designed to dispense selectable amount of
concentrated chemicals to your bottle/bucket/sink. The DosaMAX can hold up to a 1 gallon
(5 liter) chemical concentrate container, and does not need a water source or electricity for
operation. This is ideal for regions that have strict water contamination regulations, or areas
with inconsistently low water pressure. The DosaMAX simple, self contained design ensures for
a quick, clean install with a professional look on the wall.

PROPORTIONING SYSTEMS

DosaMAX
Bucket Fill






DosaMAX
Over the Sink

10 selectable dosing amount ranging
from .17 oz to 1.7 oz (5 ml to 50 ml)
Consistent, accurate dosing with every push
Self contained system that doesn’t need
water plumbing or electrical power
Just hang on the wall and it is ready to use
Cost-effective dispensing cabinet







DosaMAX
Bottle Fill

Three available options: Bucket Fill,
Over the Sink, and Bottle Fill
Ready indicator with quick reload
Easy to push, large dispensing button
Customized or blank plaques available
Large window to see chemical levels and
labeling

DosaMAX Features

Turn the knob to select
dosing amount ranging
from 5 ml to 50 ml in 5 ml
increments.

Dosing amount can be
locked in place using a
3 mm hex driver

DosaMAX cabinet has a
secure locking cover
(2 keys supplied)

The rate of return on the
push dial can be adjusted
to prevent immediate
repeat dispensing

The Bottle Fill model has
an easily adjustable shelf
for different bottle heights

The versatile Over the Sink
model can also be used for
bottle fill and bucket fill

The Bucket Fill model comes
with a 2 meter discharge
tube to allow dispensing at
longer distances

Chemical housed in the
dispenser cabinet, holding
up to 1 gallon or 5 liter
containers

Specifications

Easy to Operate

Container Capacity
Bottle Fill Dimensions
Over the Sink Dimensions
Bucket Fill Dimensions
Weight

W7.48” x H11.42” x D5.79”
W8.19” x H32.28” x D9.37”
W8.19” x H 23.7” x D9.37”
W8.19” x H18.1” x D9.37”
4.9 lb. (1.83 kg)

1. Fill bottle with water to specified amount
2. Turn knob to select dosing amount
3. Place bottle at the spout and push knob to dispense
chemical concentrate.
4. Shake bottle and use.

ORDERING INFORMATION
DosaMAX
Part Number
8600603
8600611
8600617

Description
DosaMax (ml), chemical concentrate cabinet dispenser with over the sink discharge
DosaMax (ml), chemical concentrate cabinet dispenser with bottle fill discharge
DosaMax (ml), chemical concentrate cabinet dispenser with bucket or machine fill discharge

KNIGHT LIMITED WARRANTY
Knight controls and pump systems are warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a period of ONE YEAR. All Electronic Control Boards have a TWO YEAR warranty.
Warranty applies only to the replacement or repair of such parts when returned to the factory with a KRA number, freight prepaid and found to be defective upon factory inspection.
Rubber and synthetic rubber parts such as "O" rings, diaphragms, squeeze tubing and gaskets are considered expendable and are not covered under warranty. Warranty does not
cover liability resulting from performance of this equipment nor the labor to replace this equipment. Product abuse or misuse voids warranty. Knight products are not for use in
potentially explosive environments. Any use of our equipment in such an environment is at the risk of the user. Knight does not accept any liability in such circumstances.
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KNIGHT DISCLAIMER
The information and specifications included in this publication
were in effect at the time of approval for printing. Knight, LLC.
reserves the right, however, to discontinue or change specifications or design at any time without notice and without incurring
any obligation whatsoever.
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